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Restaurant Mechanical Equipment Technician Career Opportunity 

Restaurant Mechanical Equipment Technician 

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing repair experience will be given additional consideration. 

At S & F Investments we believe that our Employees are the cornerstone of our success and 

having a rewarding career where the possibilities are endless begins with you!  We are currently 

looking for bold, energetic people to join our team. If you have the drive and a passion for 

delivering excellent customer service, then we want to hear from you!   

Summary 

The Maintenance Technician is responsible for preventative and routine maintenance of 

equipment, buildings and grounds of the restaurants in their area or market, maintaining 

operational standards and procedures in an effective and efficient manner. This position 

operates under the direction of the Sr. District Manager. 

Best in Class Maintenance Technicians are an important ingredient to the success of the 

business. Our technicians are responsible for maintaining equipment in all of our restaurants, 

ensuring compliance with basic repairs and facility improvements within a region or area. S & F 

Investments is committed to excellence and rewards our employees for their strong 

performance. 



  

  

Highlights of Benefits: 

Competitive salary, a vehicle with tools, Medical Insurance and Life Insurance, and Paid vacation. 

Maintenance Technician Position – Apply Today! 

  

Email Resume to Safinvest@aol.com or Popeyespacctpay@gmail.com 

  

Apply per location using the links or Text to Apply below: 

1108 Chestnut St. Orangeburg - https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11934/   or Text 

JOBS3098 to 844-643-8562 

2832 Augusta Hwy in West Columbia - https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11935/ or 

Text JOBS3099 to 844-643-8562 

7540 Garners Ferry Rd Columbia -   https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11936/ or 

Text  JOBS3100 to 844-643-8562 

 1860 South Lake Drive Lexington - https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11937/   or Text 

JOBS3101  to 844-643-8562 

468 Killian Rd Columbia   -   https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11938/     or Text 

JOBS3102 to 844-643-8562 

1160 Dutch Fork Rd Irmo   - https://sfpopeyes.traitset.com/postingsPage/11939/     or Text 

JOBS3103 to 844-643-8562 
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